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@GREGORYMBRYANT
ACCELERATE THE EXPANSION OF HUMAN POTENTIAL
The PC plays a key role in this new era.
THE WORLD'S BEST GAMING PROCESSOR

1ST 5.0 GHZ SINGLE CORE TURBO CPU

SOLDER TIM WITH BETTER THERMALS

10 OVERCLOCKING WORLD RECORDS

11 GLOBAL FIRST PLACES
NEW 9TH GEN INTEL® CORE™ PROCESSORS
NEW 9TH GEN INTEL® CORE™ PROCESSORS
MOBILE COMING IN 2ND QUARTER
ICE LAKE
HIGHLY INTEGRATED PLATFORM
ON SHELVES HOLIDAY 2019

INcredible performance
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

10NM ARCHITECTURE
GEN 11 GRAPHICS

THUNDERBOLT 3
CONNECTIVITY WITH WIFI 6
NEW ERA OF MOBILE COMPUTING
PROJECT ATHENA
MOBILE PC INNOVATION ROOTED IN HUMAN UNDERSTANDING
THE ENGINE THAT
SCALES THE INDUSTRY
LAKEFIELD
THE ENGINE THAT SCALES THE INDUSTRY
LAKEFIELD
THE ENGINE THAT SCALES THE INDUSTRY

10nm HYBRID CPU ARCHITECTURE
3D FOVEROS PACKAGING
12MM X 12MM SOC
< 11" FORM FACTORS
NEW ERA OF COMPUTING
Your WIFI, your way

A simple, easy way to

 Cormcast

TONY WERNER

PRESIDENT OF TECHNOLOGY, PRODUCT AND INNOVATION, COMCAST
A NEW GENERATION OF IMMersive MEDIA
A new generation of immersive media

10 Gigabit networks

Ultra-fast home WiFi
A NEW GENERATION OF IMMERSIVE MEDIA

- 10 GIGABIT NETWORKS
- ULTRA-FAST HOME WIFI
- GAMING, VR, VOLUMETRIC VIDEO
INNOVATION. INSPIRATION. INSIGHT.
2019 CES PRESS CONFERENCE
@GREGORYMBRYANT
NOW SHIPPING FOR REVENUE
NEXT INTEL® XEON® SCALABLE PROCESSOR
CASCADE LAKE
DESIGNED TO PROCESS THE WORLD’S DATA
TRANSFORMING THE RETAIL EXPERIENCE
11.11 Singles Day
3D ATHLETE TRACKING
Frictionless Motion Capture and Action Recognition
Using AI to digitize human motion and behavior from video
AI EVERYWHERE
FROM CLOUD TO EDGE

EDGE
mWATTS

INFEERENCE

DATA CENTER
100s WATTS

TRAINING
INTEL® NERVANA™
NEURAL NETWORK PROCESSOR FOR INFERENCE
Facebook is pleased to be partnering with Intel on a new generation of power-optimized highly tuned AI inference chip that will be a leap in inference workload acceleration.
5G: A KEY ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE EVOLVING DATA-CENTRIC WORLD
5G RUNS ON INTEL

COMING 2H’19
5G MODEM

COMING 2H’19
SNOW RIDGE

CORE

DATA CENTER | CLOUD
SNOW RIDGE EXPANDS INTEL ARCHITECTURE INTO BASE STATIONS
SNOW RIDGE EXPANDS INTEL ARCHITECTURE INTO BASE STATIONS

2014: 0% MSS
2022: >40% MSS
INTEL IN AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
TRIFOCAL CAMERAS

LAUNCHED IN 2018
MOBILEYE EyeQ® 5
SILICON NOW IN PRODUCTION
MOBILEYE, VOLKSWAGEN, AND CHAMPION MOTORS BRING MOBILITY-AS-A-SERVICE TO ISRAEL
Mapping of Japan Highways Now Completed

25,000 km of roads

Production at scale: Entire Japanese highway system map was produced in less than 24 hours

Map production is automatic: With the push of a button
MOVING BEYOND AUTOMOTIVE WITH REM DATA
Pursuing a $300B opportunity, the largest in Intel’s history
Launched 9th Gen Core | Shipping Next Gen Xeon Processor Cascade Lake
Accelerating innovation in AI, 5G, and Autonomous Driving with industry partners
10nm on track: Ice Lake Client & Data Center, Lakefield, Snow Ridge
50 YEARS OF WONDER
DO WONDERFUL
"Don't be encumbered by history. Go off and do something wonderful."

ROBERT NOYCE
INNOVATION. INSPIRATION. INSIGHT.
2019 CES PRESS CONFERENCE